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Abstract— Due to themany security issues involving malware, 
honeypots were created to allow for a systemic way of recording 
malicious activity on a vulnerable machine without 
compromising real resources. 
 This paper will give an introduction into High Level 
honeypots and botnets. Although this paper main focus is the 
implementation of a high-level Honey-pot, it will also go into 
detail on implementing a honeywall[1].  

I. INTRODUCTION  
There has been a growing rise in malicious activity. 

Technical improvements help the community, at the same time 
unpleasant possibilities are created. Ironically, these same 
advantages and advances have lead to rise in botnet and other 
unsavory malware. A botnet, by definition, is a number of 
computers linked to the Internet or network; these computers, 
unknown to the users, are set up to forward and/or conduct 
malicious activities. The systems are inflected with a bot that 
communicates with the controller and other bots. These 
activities can include but are not limited to spamming, key 
logging, (DoS)denial-of-service attacks, and spreading 
inflection.  The common or socially popular uses for botnets 
are for monetary purposes. Few botnets are used solely for 
destructive motives.  Handling an invisible enemy can be 
challenging without a solid protocol and algorithm for 
handling the situation .A honeypot provides a systemic way of 
controlling and recording malicious activity, and hopefully 
being able to use the data to prevent malicious activities. 

II. RELATED WORK 
The term botnets refers to a group of computers or devices 

being control by a botnetmaster or controller. A botmaster can 
be a single person or a company with a complete infrastructure 
and servers. Although there is not a lot of statistical data on 
the number of inflections, the new number of inflections grew 
from 2,000 to more than 30,000 in less than 6 months in 
2004.[2] 
 There three main types of botnets: Centralized, P2P, 
and Random. Centralized spends messages between clients.  
This method is easily detachable because it usually requires a 
static type of network.  P2P botnets are not as prevalent as 
centralized botnets. Unlike most centralized botnets, in P2P 
botnet, losing a single node might not mean lost of an entire  

botnet. P2P botnet has the potential to be a serious issue if all 
the whole system dealing with P2P networks is not explored.  
A random botnet is unique because no single bot will ever be 
composed a signification part of the full botnet. A random 
botnet would require more probing behavior which is also 
detachable. 
 Only a few year ago, Srizbi was known for the most 
inflections that estimated at 315,000 Bots.[3] It is also 
responsible for about 60 billion messages a day. Srizbi also 
went by the names “Cbeplay” and “Exchanger”. The second is 
“Bobax” which was estimated at 185,000 inflected systems.[3] 
Although these botnet malware infections were at top, the true 
estimate of inflected computers is unknown. 

A honeypot is also referred to as a deception toolkit. A 
system is set-up to show a large number of vulnerabilities or 
just be vulnerable to infection. There three levels of 
implementation:high, low, medium. This paper is  on high-
interaction honeypot. In a sense, a high interaction honeypot 
leads attackers on to try exploit a “fake” vulnerability. The 
system is meant to be compromised. Once the system is 
compromised, it can provide valuable data such as time of 
invasion attempts, whenever a bot phones-home, changes in 
network setting, and much more. 

The first well known honeypot implementation was called 
“Cybercop sting.” Each of these machine decoys had the 
ability to track and record network activity.  These systems 
could run multiple services. It was created to warn the network 
administrator of suspicious activities.[4] 

FIGURE I.  HONEYPOTS WITH 
HONEYWALL 



 
a. Shows a simple configuration for handling a group of Honeypots on a network.[5] 

 
 

Most of the time, the honeypots are on a network 
such as a LAN or switch where other machines might get 
inflected unintentionally. Usually a honeywall is needed to 
help prevent the spread of inflection and also record data. The 
honeywall isolates and controls traffic, and reduce the risk of 
compromising other machines. A honeywall is like a second 
firewall on a secure network. Fig. 1 shows a standard way of 
configuring a network with honeypots. An improper use or 
allowing malicious software to have too much freedom can 
compromise the honeypots, Honey-wall, and also local 
computers on the network. It is an interesting debate and the 
challenge is to try and balance between security and collect a 
significant amount of data. 

III. CONFIGURATION: HONEYPOTS AND NETWORKING 
For the empirical study conducted during the summer of 

2010, two machines had install Microsoft’s XP Professional 
updated with all service packs.  To increase the chance of 
malicious activity, no antivirus or firewall was installed.  Also 
install on the machines were third party applications under the 
premise of making the machines appear like normal devices. 

FIGURE II.   

Directory of Third Party Applications Install 
08/02/2010  08:36 AM    <DIR>          . 
08/02/2010  08:36 AM    <DIR>          .. 
08/02/2010  08:36 AM                 0 List.txt 
08/02/2010  08:45 AM         1,704,744 SkypeSetup.exe 
08/02/2010  08:46 AM         2,920,016 TeamViewer_Setup.exe 
08/02/2010  08:46 AM         1,247,056 wlsetup-web.exe 
08/02/2010  08:47 AM           327,472 utorrent.exe 
08/02/2010  08:47 AM         7,138,664 bitcomet_setup.exe 
08/02/2010  08:48 AM        14,995,749 TVersitySetup_1_9_2.exe 
08/02/2010  08:49 AM        25,740,256 wmp11-windowsxp-x86-
enu.exe 
08/02/2010  08:50 AM        19,397,188 vlc-1.1.2-win32.exe 
08/02/2010  08:53 AM         7,055,872 
FoxitReader40_enu_Setup.exe 
08/02/2010  08:56 AM        15,913,472 python-2.7.msi 

b. Shows Directory list or all third party applications install on both Honeypots 

 
 

Fig. 2 shows a list of software what was installed on both 
machines. Vulnerable software that required network activity 
was installed. This was done to make computers better targets 
for botnets and malicious activity because some applications 
would open up new ports and allow for additional traffic. 
Wireshark was also installed on both machines. Wireshark is 
an open-source packet analyzer.  Wireshark can also view 
pcap files created by the Honey-wall.  

I. TABLE  
 

Naming System for Honeypots 
System 1 Config: OPTIPLEX GX620 

XP System 
Name:USU BANKING 
Oranization: BANKING 

Computer name:BANKING=3AC5D0A 
UserName:SellRep1023 

System 1 Config: OPTIPLEX GX270 
XP System 

Name:USU BANKING 
Oranization: BANKING 

Computer name:BANKING=3AC5D0A 
UserName:SellRep1024 

administrator password: USU2010A 
c. Shows XP Settings for each Honey-pot 

To make the systems appear important, each system was 
named as if they were being use for banking operations. Each 
system had only one user that was referred to as a “sellrep.” 
Fig. 3 shows the naming algorithm used for the study. 

FIGURE III.   

 Optiplex Gx620 Optiplex GX270 
DNS suffix USU.edu USU.edu 
IP Address 129.123.7.26 129.123.7.19 

Subnet Mask 225.255.255.0 225.255.255.0 
Default Gateway 129.123.7.254 129.123.7.254 

d. Shows each System network settings 

 Even though on both machines we set the machine to 
obtain an IP and DNS address automatically, USU’s network 
assign an IP address using the MAC address of the network 
interface(NIC) cards. Fig. 4 shows the configuration for each 
system network setting. 

IV. CONFIGURACTION -HONEYWALL 
The honey-wall was run on a Dell separate machine. 

Installed on the system was roo-1.4.hw-20090425114542.iso.  
The honeywall was necessary to achieve the Honey-net 
architecture. Any traffic going to and from the honeypot had 
to interact with the honeywall. [4] During installation, it was 
required to manually input the network information from the 
Honeypots. (The network configuration was the same as in 
Fig. 4) We also configured the remote management system. 

II. TABLE  

Remote Management  129.123.7.34 
Management Interface IP 

Address: 
255.255.255.0 

Management Interface Network 
Mask: 

129.123.7.254 

Management Default Gateway: 129.123.7.254 
Management DNS Domain: cs.usu.edu 



delimited list of DNS Servers 
to be used by the Management 

Interface: 

129.123.0.1 129.123.0.2 

delimited list of IP addresses 
that can access the management 

interface: 

Any 

delimited list of TCP ports 
allowed into the management 

interface: 

443 

delimited list of TCP Ports 
allowed out: 

22 25 43 80 443 

delimited list of UDP Ports 
allowed out: 

53 123 

e. Honey-wall remote management configuration 

 
No IP addresses were blacklisted. Sebek, a tool 

designed for data capture, was not enabling during data 
recording because the Snort system on the honeywall was 
significant enough for the study. Unlike Wireshark, Snort is 
design to find packets that might be linked to malicious 
activities and record the data. Honeywall did allow to set up 
the system in a RM(Roach Motel) Mode  which only allowed 
traffic into the system.  This feature was not activated do to 
the practicality of the study. RM Mode rendered the Internet 
useless and most applications would not run properly without 
a “full” network connection 
 One major limitation of this study was that on the 
current network (USU) where the research was conducted, the 
server would not allow a large majority of any malicious 
activities to reach the honeypots.  We also limited the 
outbound connections (TCP,UDP,ICMP, etc) to 100 per hour 
to reduce the data log.  

V. DATA COLLECTION SOURCE 
Most of the statistical data was provided by the honeywall 

but the main focus was on the alerts by Snort feature from 
07/08/2010 until 08/04/2010. Throughout the research, due to 
restrictions by USU server, no record showed that either of the 
two machines were compromised with any botnet, virus, or 
trojan.  Also to due to USU network restrictions, certain IPs 
could not fully communicate with the system which resorted 
in some destination unreachable communication issues caught 
by the alert system. With the exception of system updates and 
software installations, the systems ran idling throughout most 
of the duration.  

VI. DATA COLLECTED AND ANYSIS  

FIGURE IV.   

 
f. Flow chart of Honey-wall network Traffic 

 
From 07/08/2010 until 08/04/2010, The Honey-wall notice 
683 unique IPs address that cause alerts. There was a total of 
8977 Alerts.   2553 ports at one point in time during that 

duration were active.  A large majorly of the alerts was cause 
by connections with USU server.  

FIGURE V.   

  
g. Top IPs Causing Alerts 

 
Fig. 7 shows the top IPs causing alerts during the duration. 8 
out of 9 of the top ten IPs causing alerts where USU related. 
239.255.255.250 was just the RUNDLL32.exe which is 
Microsoft application what basically allow generic 
applications requiring network access to run through it. (Note: 
The rundll32.exe can be compromise with malicious software 
and traffic can be forward through it using registry 
modifications). Removing general calls out and USU IPs 
addresses, the number of alerts reduce from 683 to 640 unique 
of IPs address. 

FIGURE VI.   

 
h. Top causes for snort alerts 

 
 There was 16 issues that would cause an alert but the 
most frequenct case was recorded by the honey-wall as an 
Misc_Attack(5026 alerts). Generic Protocol Command 
Decode was the second with 2689 alerts. Misc attack basically 
meant any activitey that might be an attack while Generic 
Protocal Command related to any packet that might has some 
type of improper formating issue or possiblilty malicious.  
 
 

IP Adddress Number of 
Connections

Hostname USA 
Server

219.150.223.253 84  
broad.xx.ha.dynamic.163data.com.cn  

 

N 

61.128.110.96 72 N/A N 

122.225.100.154 69 N/A N 

206.217.220.19 43  
host355209.mpdedicated.com  

 

Y 

206.217.220.197 43  
host355305.mpdedicated.com  

 

Y 

222.43.44.81 38 N/A N 

117.79.82.90 36 N/A N 

219.149.194.245 33 N/A N 



VII. CONCLUSION 
 Although Honey-wall is a great application for 
implementing a Honey-pot, keeping other computers secure, 
and collecting data, there are a lot of false positives during 
execution.  More than 70% of the alerts given were 
connections with USU. Even though the Honey-wall allows 
the user to restrict specific IP address, restricting USU traffic 
would just be similar to putting the honeypot in RM Mode. 
Disabling USU would render the honey-pot traffic unusable 
and most botnet will not executed without communication 
from the botmaster.  

Out of the many false positives, two IP address found 
had significations issues. Any connections on system that was 
technical IDLE could be considered malicious. 174.0.214.81 
was listed in RBL (Real-Time Blocking List)’s SORBS Listed 
for Spamming. It made a call to one of the honeypots once but 
never again. Although the host name yt118.com was not list 
on the RBL, the Honey-pot connected to 222.77.178.53 which 

is Host name is yt118.com. yt118.com was listed on top 100 
sites for malware activity by SMH.[1] These sites were know 
for trying to entice users to download malicious software. 
Ironically, most of these sites known for luring users to 
download malicious were not even listed under popular 
blacklist government/research domains. 
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